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Abstract
This paper presents a diagnostic procedure using calibrated di-

vergence measures to study the performance of a Rao—Blackweiiised
estimate (RB) of the marginal density. The Gibbs sampling approach
is used to compute the divergence measures. A new formulation of
the Anchored Ratio Convergence Criterion (ARCz) and the Difference
Convergence Criterion (DC?) introduced by Zellner and Min (1995)
is considered in terms of these calibrated divergence measures. Some
examples are analyzed to illustrate the utility of these procedures.

1 Introduction
The Rao—Blackwell estimative of the marginal density via Gibbs sampler (CS)
was introduced by Gelfand and Smith (1990) and discussed analytically by
Liu, Wong, and Kong (1991). Also, it was used by Zellner and Min (1995) to
formulate the Anchored Ratio Convergence Criterion (ARC2) to determine
whether the GS has converged to a correct distribution. The ARC2 is used
when the models parameters may be divided into two (vector or scalar) oz

and L3 and explicit conditional densities p(a I fl) and p(fi | a) from the joint
density p(a,,B) are given.



The ARC2 is computed by using the a Rao-Blackwellised estimate of the
marginal densities p(a) and p(fl) given by:

13W) =
252119“! |fi(i))

N
.

M) =M 1
N . < )

where (a(j),fl(j)), j = 1, . . . , N denotes the sequence of GS draws from the
conditional densities, p(a | fl) and p(fl | a). The motivation to formulate 13(a)
and fi(,3) in (1) is the Rao—Blackwell theorem which was originally illustrated
by Gelfand and Smith (1990) and analytically by Liu, Wong and Kong (1991).

In this paper we have the following two main purposes:

0 To apply the calibrated divergence measures introduced by Peng and
Dey ( 1995) to measure the perfomance of the Rao-Blackwell estimatives
given in (1) for any particular Gibbs sequence.

0 There exist various methods to carry out some form of priori statisti-
cal analysis of run lengths to assess convergence in the GS algorithms.
These methods are called convergence diagnostics. Two of these meth-
ods, the ARC2 and the DC’, are reformed in terms of the calibrated
diVergence measures to diagnostic the convergence of a long Gibbs se—

quence. To diagnostic convergence, we first consider the ARC2 with a
long sequence where we extract every Kth observation up to complete
a Gibbs sequence (a(j),fl(j’) for j = l, . . . , N. Some illustrative exam—
ples are considered in the last section. The D02 is modified to detect
convergence by minitoring importance weights calculated by splitting
a single long run of a Markov chain, generated by the GS. In Example
3, special attention will be given to the application of this new 002 to
fit a two-component normal mixture model.

2 The calibrated ¢-divergence measures and
Monte Carlo Estimates (Peng/Dey, 1995)

First we consider a general divergence measure as formulated in Peng/Dey
(1995) to measure the discrepancy between the RB estimate defined in (1)



and the marginal density p(a). This (xi-measure between the RB estimate
fi(a) and p(a) is defined as

Dita) = D<fi<atp<a>> = / ¢ (53) panda, (2)

where ¢18 a convex function with ¢(1) = 0. Dey and Birmwal (1993) con—

sidered several choices of (b. For example,

Kullback-Leibler Divergence: (Mar) = —log(x),
Hellinger distance: ¢(a:)—- (fl — 1)2/2,

1Variation distance: ¢(a:)= —2] x— |,

Chi-square: ¢(a:) = (a: — 1)2. (3)

As we do not know the marginal density, p(a), next result gives a way to
compute the ¢-divergence measure without worrying about the normalization
of the joint distributions involved.
Theorem 1:
The d>-divergence measure between the RB estimate, i)(a), and the marginal
density p(a) is given by

‘
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and k(a,fl) and Isa(a,fl) are the kernels of the joint probabilities p(r.r,fl) and

fia(a,fi) = fi(0)P(/3 l a), (5)

respectively.
Proof:
The proof this result is similar to Peng and Dey’s proof so it was omitted. The
above result suggests the following way to compute the (b—(livergence measure
via Monte Carlo: Suppose we have the Gibbs sample, (aljl,fi(jl), for j =



1, . . . , N from the joint distribution p(a,,5). Then the Monte Carlo estimate
of D¢(a) is

~ 1 N Ja(aj,[3j)ma) - N z ¢ ( N_, 21,21 Ma“), mm) (6)

Given D¢(a) = d, it would be useful to the pratictioner to have some scheme
in terms of d to study the performance of the RB estimate or the conver-
gence of the Gibbs sampling. The idea is to calibrate the qS-divergence mea-
sure which is similar to that of Peng and Dey (1995). Let B(p) denote the
Bernoulli distribution with probability p to an event and we find a function
g(d) such that D4,(a) = D(B(%),B(g(d)) = d The number g(d) is our cali-
bration of d. The calibration tells us that, as measured by (2), the difference
d, between the RB estimative and p(a), is the same as that between B(%)
and B(g(d)). This latter difference is one that we can readily appreciate. For
example, if g(d) = 0.99, then RB estimative and p(a) are quite different. If
g(d) = 0.501, then they are similar. Given D¢(a) = d, it is not difficult to
check that g(d) satisfies the following equation ( see, Peng and Dey, 1995):

d = ¢(2g(d)) +<1;(2(1
— g(d))

(7)

For example, for the variation distance we have that

d=§|1—2g(d)| (8)

Thus if g(d) = 0.6 it corresponds to d = 0.1, similarly, g(d) = 0.75 corre-
sponds to d = 0.25. Based on Peng and Dey (1995) we suggest the following
scale to study the performance of the RB estimative:

d 6 [0.l,0.25]: a mild convergence
d > 0.25 : a weak convergence (9)
d < 0.1 : a strong convergence

In similar manner we can obtain a scale for other choices of (15.

3 qfi—Convergence Diagnostics
The GS assumes that the conditional distributions p(a I B) and p(fl I a) are
known from which draws can be made. Thus GS can be used to compute
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normalized constants, posteriors moments and other quantities associated
with p(a,fl). In this section, we are interested to determine whether the
GS not only has converged ,but also has converged to correct distribution.
W’ith this purpose in mind, Zellner and Min (1995) introduced the Anchored
Ratio Criterion (ARC?) in the following way: For any two points (ahfll)
and (amflz) they computed the following components of the ARC”:

g = fi(al)P(fi1 I 011)
a fi(02)P(/92 | 012),

5 = 15(fl1)P(al W1)
(1fl fi<fi2)p(a";'| flz)’

0 = k(ala 181)
(10)

k(02a 162)
'

The value of 0 is known exactly and can be used as an ” anchor” to check
the convergence of the GS. Then if the GS has converged 90, N 9,3 z 0.

The D02 introduced by Zellner and Min is as follows: Given the param-
eters a and 5, we define

71 = p(a)p(fi l a) — p(fi)p(a I fl) = 0-

Now if we use the Rao-Blackwellised estimates given by (1), we define a
sample measure given by

77 = fi(a)P(fl I a) — fi(fl)P(a I fl)-

If f; is very small, then the estimated marginals have converged to the correct
values while if 17 is large has not ocurred. In addition to the problems raised
by many authors about the ARC’2 and D02 we can see the following three
difficulties:

o How do we choose the points (ahfll) and (a2,fl2)?

o How do we decide whether do, or 65 is close to 0?

o How do we choose the points (0, fl) and to decide whether 1} is close to
zero? .

0 Large sample theory procedures are used to perform ABC2 and DC’.
In order to avoid the above questions we suggest a new formulation of the
ARC’2 and 002 in terms of the ¢~divergence measure, called ” qS—Convergence
Criterion ” (d>-CC) and the ” (15- Difference Criterion ( (xi-DC) , respectively.



The qS—CC rule is motivated by the following result:
Theorem 2:

The GS converged only and only if

DAG) = Ddfi) = 0

Proof: It is very trivial from the definition (2). Motivated by the above
result and assuming that 45 is the variation distance we introduce based on
(9) the qS-CC as follows:

max(Da, D5) < 0.1 : a strong convergence
max(l§a, Dfl) E [0.1,0.25] : a mild convergence (11)

max(f)a, Dp) > 0.25 : a weak convergence.
It is interesting to observe from (4) that the kernel k(a,fl) used in the ¢-CC
corresponds in a similar way to the quantity 0 in the ARCZ. The qS—DC

diagnostic can be constructed as follows: We begin by running a chain which
is split into blocks of N observations. Then for the 1m block of the chain, we
define

D! = D(fia.l(aifl)’fifl,l(aafl)) (12)

where fia,1(a,fl) and fig,1(a,fl) are the joint density estimatives of p(a,fl) via
the I“ block. Thus, we can define an estimative for the variation distance
between these

1joint density(
estimatives as follows:

‘ Pa.(011W’fl()k)__ Pfi,(al (“(tfl(k))
D1=max{——2NZ lPpl((alk)TM ifiz lPa,,l(a(k) fiU‘) _1 l} (13)

where (crl’°),fil’°)),’c k =:- l, . . . , N, are the GS draws of the 1“ block. As in
(11), we can monitor D, over blocks 1 = 1,2, . . . , to assess convergence via
the following calibrated divergence measure:

D1 < 0.1 : a strong convergence
D, G [0.1,0.25] : a mild convergence
D, > 0.25 : a weak convergence.

This diagnostic eliminates the need for multiple replications and greatly re-
duces computational expenses. Also, we do not need to choose points in
the parametric space as in Zellner and Min’s paper. This is very similar to
Ritter and Tanner’s diagnostic (1992). In the next section, we discuss three
illustrative examples concerned to (b-CC and rib-DC where «75 is the variation
distance.
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4 Some illustrative Examples
Example 1

Suppose that the kernel of the joint distribution of (a, fl) is

k(a,fl) = ( Z >fla+a—l(1 _fl)n—a+b—1, ' (14)

a=0,1,...,n OSflSl,
from which the following results can be derived:

(a) The marginal density of a is the beta-binomial distribution with den-
sity

P‘“) = ( Z > ifffiéi “a a??? +—13
+ b)’ (15)

a=0,1,...,n.
(b)

p(a | B) is Binomial (as). (16)

(C)

p(fl | a) is Beta (a+a,n—a+b). (17)

(d)

p(,3) is Beta (a,b). (18)

[n this example, using a starting value fl = 5 and the GS to generate a
long run size M we pick off every k‘h value to obtain the Gibbs sample
(aljl,fl(jl) j = l, . . . , N ofthejoint distribution p(a,fl) such that M = KN.
We use this sample to obtain the BB estimates of the marginal densities
and the ¢>-CC in (11) to check for convergence. Also, because the marginal
densities are known we compare the RB estimates with them.

*1



Table 1:(,'S estimates and calibration of the Variation Distance Divergence
for n = 16,11 = 2,b= 4

M K N [24,(61) 13.16) 91d)
1000 2 500 0.0286 0.0194 0.5286
2000 4 500 0.0338 0.0255 0.5388
3000 6 500 0.0326 0.0221 0.5326
4000 8 500 0.0326 0.0221 0.5326
5000 10 500 0.0250 0.0294 0.5294
7500 15 500 0.0216 0.0197 0.5216
10000 20 500 0.0188 0.0098 0.5188

In Table I we present the GS estimates of the variation distance of the
marginal densities and the caliblration of the man:( DAa), D¢(fi)) for different
values of M and K. From (11) we see an strong convergence of the GS
algorithm even for M = 1000 and K = 2

Since, we know the form of the marginal density p(fl I a) we compare
it.in 'l'al)|e 2, to its respective RB estimate for different values of fl. We
see that the RB estimates are very close to the actual marginal p(fl). Last,
Figure I and 2 present the histograms of the GS observations of p(a) and
M ;i ) . respectively.

Table 2:. RB I‘lstimates of the Marginal density for [3 and Exact density for
M = 1000, K = 2 and N = 500.

13 1303) 14011
0.04 0.7572 0.8235
0.13 1.7435 1.7710
0.17 1.9988 1.9839
0.21 2.1093 2.0760
0.27 2.1209 2.0932
0.31 2.0411 2.0245
0.36 1.8805 1.8669
0.40 1.7321 1.7104
0.47 1.4335 1.3971
0.58 0.8437 0.8376
0.63 0.6234 0.6367
0.79 0.1322 0.1371
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Example 2

Suppose that the kernel of the joint. distribution of (0,13) is

k(a,fl) = fl"(T“)exp{—[us2 + mu(a — d)2]/2fi2} (19)

with u = 'l' — 1. us2 = Z?___,(yi — 33,1502, 67 = 2le :7:.-y,-/mm and mm =
L, fr? 'l‘his kernel is associated with the regression model 11,3: mm. +

e.-, i = I, . . . , 'I', with the ei’s independently draw from a zero mean normal
distihntion with variance [V and a diffuse prior for (mfi).

To illustrate the perfomance of the KB estimates and the use of the
(b — CC to check for convergence of the GS, we generate the data with T =
20, a = 1 and 32 = 4. This model was also used by Zellner and Min (1995)
to illustrate the application of the Difference Convergence Criterion D02
introduced by them. If we assume a diffuse prior for (a,fl), the following
results can be derived:

o p(fl) is an Inverted Gamma (32,1/);

0 Mn) I/i is normal (6,112/771m);

o p(/3 | a) is an Inverted Gamma (Z?__.,(y; — m;a))2/T,T);

o ”(n) is univariate Student t with (&,1n"/32,u)
As before, Table. 3 and 4 show the performace of the RB estimates via varia-
tion distance and a comparison beteween the RB estimative, 13m) and pm),
respectively.

Table 3: GS estimates and Variation Distance for Zellner and Min’s
generated data

M K N 0.100 Ddfl) g(d)
1000 2 500 0.0156 0.0016 0.5156
2000 4 500 0.0125 0.0047 0.5125
3000 6 500 0.0110 0.0011 0.5110
4000 8 500 0.0078 0.0030 0.5078
5000 10 500 0.0151 0.0067 0.5151
7500 15 500 0.0166 0.0017 0.5140
10000 20 500 0.0166 0.0017 0.5166
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Table 4:RB estimates of the Marginal density for 0 and Exact density for
M =1000, K = 2 and N =500.

[fl 7303) PW) J

1.68 1.1419 1.1483
1.84 1.3069 1.3122
1.96 1.1817 1.1898
2.00 1.1309 1.1321
12.23 0.6497 0.6461
2.25 0.6269 0.6232
2.32 0.4987 0.4946
2.53 0.2343 0.2309
2.89 0.0577 0.0565
4.49 0.0000 0.0000

Example 3

In this example we illustrate the qb—DC for a two-component normal mixture
model introduced by Brooks et al. (1996). This model is

X ~ [LA/(01,0?) + (1 — p)N(,3,a§) a < fl, (20)

2- 2where a, — 02 = 02 (a2 : known), so that we have three parameters; a, 0, p.
Following Diebolt and Robert (1994), we introduce the hyper-parameters
21,22, . . . , zn where n is the number of observations in the sample, and z,- is

an indicator variable taking the value 1 if observation m,- is assigned to the
component with mean a and zero otherwise.

Assuming the following priors,

p ~ U(O,1)
a N [Vb/1,02) and B’V N(V2703)7U

we obtain the following posterior conditionals via the likelihood;

p| {zi} ~ Beta(1 +sz,n+ 1 —Zz.~)
032132; + 0214 0203

a l {fllsfl N N(
03221, +02 $0322; +02)[(a<fi)(a)

of 23:5(1 — z,-) + 02V 0203
61 {zi},a ~ N(

‘
11045473)0320 — z,~)—+—a2 ’U§Z(l —- 25) +02

z;|a,fl,p ~ Bernoulli(p,~)

11



where
Pf(mi l M = a)

Pfi-Ti IN = a) +(1 —p)f(wi I u = fi)’

Note that since a"? = 03, we have that

Pi:

f(z Iiu) — “fl
Let us take the following data in order to fit the model via Gibbs Sampler:

02 = 1.0, 03 = 20.0, 1/1 = 5, 1/2 = 20,

, and nine observations,

2.3,3.7,4.1,10.9,11.6,12.8,20.1,21.4,22.3

The existence of full conditionals for the parameters a and [3 allows us to
suggest the following Rao-Blackwellised estimates for the joint distribution
of (a,,3) :

Zj p(a I fi‘j’,2“’) kaw | 0,2‘k’,p(’°’)Maw = N N
. (') r) (k) (k)

Mani?) = ij(fil;’,z’)2kp(alfil3\;z m ). (21)

where (a‘j),fi(j), z‘j),pm), j = 1, . . . , N are the GS draws and (z‘k),p(kl), k =
1, .., N, are the GS draws given a and fi.

Figure 2 displays the variation distance between pa,;(a,fl) and fig,,(a,,8)
given by the Monte Carlo estimate

A Ipal((Ja(
J')—_L(j)) pzl(a(j) QM)

D’zmaxa{71_>1vz|p~fi(a(j)gm) “11?le mmmm I'M”)
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Figure 3: The variation distance for N = 10 of a long chain separated into
40 blocks of size 50.

From the calibrated estimative f); we see a clear indication that a strong
and mild convergence have been achieved by l 74 25. This result agrees with
the diagnostics of Brooks et al. (1996) which the variation distance was
computed in a non trivial way and suggesting that convergence was achieved
at around 125 iteractions.
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